Case Study: Systems of Linear Equations, Math Languages and TK Solver
There are numerous mathematical programming languages available which include the ability to process
systems of linear equations. The key to working with those languages is an understanding of matrix
notation and how that notation translates into rows and columns of vectors and matrices. College
courses spend weeks on this issue so it must be worthy of a case study document on how it relates to
building mathematical models in TK Solver.
Here is a set of three linear equations set up as rules in TK Solver.

Then we provide a couple of guesses to trigger the iterative solver.

And we get the solutions.

Those equations can easily be included as part of a complete mathematical model in TK Solver. The
resulting model can include units and conversions, plots, and other TK features. And of course that
model will be backsolvable for any variables of interest. The TK model becomes a versatile app.
Here is the matrix notation typically required to represent these linear equations in math languages. The
semicolons indicate the end of a matrix row. The “\” operator is not the same as a division operator in
algebraic notation. It actually can be read as “inverse of the left matrix then multiplied times the right
matrix”. It’s efficient.
A = [3 4 5; 1 3 1; 3 5 9]
b = [4; 9; 2]
x=A\b

TK Solver also includes matrix processing functions but does not include any special operators. For the
above example, the following steps would be required, with much of it done on the List Sheet and
related subsheets.
Create a list called A with elements ‘A1, ‘A2, ‘A3.

Create a list A1 with values 3, 4, 5.

Create a list A2 with values 1, 3, 1.

Create a list A3 with values 3, 5, 9.

Create a list b with elements ‘b1, ‘b2, ‘b3.

Create a list named b1 with value 4.

Create a list named b2 with value 9.

Create a list named b3 with value 2.

Create a rule to compute the inverse of the A matrix. Call $INV(‘A,’Ai)
Create a rule to multiply Ai times the b matrix to produce an x matrix. Call $MMPRODUCT(‘Ai,’b,’x)
Here is the List Sheet after solving. The lists Ai and below were automatically generated by the $INV and
$MMPRODUCT functions. The solution values are found in lists x#1, x#2, and x#3.

Anyone who goes through those steps in TK once will likely never do it again. It’s so much easier to
simply type the three equations on the rule sheet and let the iterative solver find the solutions.
There are many scenarios where processing of data lists is best handled with matrix functions. The TK
Solver Library includes applications that include matrix processing algorithms implemented as TK
Procedure Functions. The curve-fitting applications in the Statistics section of the Library are excellent
examples. Those applications only require you to supply the test data in the form of lists for the
independent and dependent variables. Here is the function sheet for the Polynomial Regression app.
The Comment column describes each of the procedures.

All of that takes place behind the scenes. Here is the interface (table) for the app. It’s very easy to use
and you don’t have to know anything about matrix operations in TK.

Here is the resulting plot of the curve through the data points.
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Summary
If you need to solve a system of linear equations as part of a TK model, it may be best to simply type the
equations as is and let the iterative solver do the work. If you need to do curve-fitting or some other task
that requires matrix processing, it’s possible that the TK Library includes ready-made tools for the task
with no programming required. If you need to prove to your college instructor that you know how to
translate a system of linear equations into algebraic notation in order to get a good grade, use a
mathematics language.

